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Abstract
Route-planning applications such as Google Maps and Apple Maps are used by millions
of people each month. However, these mapping applications are optimized for vehicle
navigation, and although they provide pedestrian routing, the route customization options aren’t
sufficient for pedestrian users, especially those with mobility impairments. CampusPartner is an
assistive mobile application that was designed with the purpose of supporting people with
mobility impairments in planning and previewing their walking routes. By viewing routes in
advance, users can see an overview and detailed information about them as well as turn-by-turn
instructions. CampusPartner integrates existing services, GraphHopper, OpenStreetMap, and
Mapbox, to provide navigation functionality. Users are able to create a profile upon opening the
app, which will include information such as obstacles and road types to avoid, as well as their
bookmarked or most commonly used routes. For example, if someone was looking for a route
from one side of campus to the other and they couldn’t take stairs due to a mobility impairment,
this app would assist them in determining the best route to take or notify them if they should look
for an alternative form of transportation, such as a bus. Additionally, users are able to correct
missing or inaccurate information, such as the absence of stairs on the map or temporary
obstacles.
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Introduction
CampusPartner is an assistive mobile application which was designed with the purpose of
supporting people with mobility impairments in planning and previewing their walking routes.
Motivation
The primary motivation for my capstone project came when I was sitting on the first floor
of Jackson Hall waiting for an interview for a study abroad program I was hoping to participate
in the following summer. The student who went before came down from the second floor, the
professors following behind her carrying the knee scooter she was using due to a broken bone.
Jackson Hall doesn’t have any elevators in it. When she arrived for her interview, another
student helped her carry her scooter up to the interview and the professors helped her on the way
out. I was disappointed to find out that a building can exist without any elevators in it, especially
in a time after the ADA was passed. However, this is not an uncommon problem in many of
JMU’s historic buildings, another example being Hillcrest House.
Background
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, in the 2015-16 academic year,
approximately 19.4% of undergraduate students reported having some kind of disability [4] and
out of those students, approximately 4.5% reported having an orthopedic/mobility impairment
[12]. While JMU doesn’t have any data of this kind publicly available, we can look at the
construction and geography of the campus and see that it potentially poses a problem for current
students and visitors who come to campus.
In a previous capstone project done by Meredith Browder, students from the Office of Disability
Services were surveyed about their feelings about inclusivity at JMU. Some of the students who
reported having felt excluded at JMU said that it was due in part to inaccessible building and
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some students who reported feeling isolated at JMU said it was due to the different transportation
students with disabilities have to take, especially during events like first-year orientation. Some
recommendations made by the students who responded were to make buildings more accessible
and provide a more reliable form of disability transportation [3].
Although the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has made great strides to ensure
that people with disabilities are not unfairly discriminated against, in many cases, the accessible
entrances of buildings are hard to find, obstacles are not clearly labelled or marked, and historic
buildings may be lacking in accessibility. While the general accessibility of JMU’s campus is no
doubt greatly affected by the mountainous terrain of the Shenandoah Valley, there are also a
significant number of buildings on JMU’s campus that don’t have to be fully compliant with the
ADA because of their historic status.
While I did not choose to focus on indoor navigation and accessibility for my project, this
experience prompted me to think about ways in which I could positively contribute to the
accessibility of JMU’s campus. Route-planning applications such as Google Maps and Apple
Maps are used by 177.7 million users monthly [13]. However, these mapping applications are
poorly suited for those with mobility impairments. When creating a pedestrian route in Google
Maps, there is not sufficient customization provided to the user in terms of obstacles they wish to
avoid (see Figure 1). These applications are not adequate for people with mobility impairments
[8]. Students and campus visitors with temporary or permanent mobility impairments should
have a way to determine the fastest accessible way to get from one place to another or whether or
not they should look for an alternative form of transportation.
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Figure 1. Route customization options provided in Google Maps.

A particularly motivating example of this is the differences between the walk to UREC
from ISAT/CS using the fastest route and the walk there without using any stairs. As shown
below using Google Maps, the fastest route to UREC from ISAT/CS is 0.2 miles and estimated
to take 6 minutes, whereas the route that avoids stairs is more than doubled, taking 0.5 miles and
an estimated 11 minutes. Not only is this route significantly longer, but there is not a sufficient
amount of readily accessible information about the quality of the route, in other words, whether
or not the roads being taken are wheelchair accessible or if there are curb ramps where there
should be. If you are new to campus or unfamiliar with the area, it’s likely that you aren’t aware
of these obstacles and the best way to get around campus. You could be seriously caught off-
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guard, not only could this take a physical toll on you, but it could be emotionally and mentally
exhausting as well.

Figure 2. The fastest route from ISAT/CS to UREC.

Figure 3. The route from ISAT/CS to UREC that doesn't use any stairs.
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CampusPartner
Following these motivations, I decided to build a mobile application to explore the design
space of accessible pedestrian route planning. I will briefly describe CampusPartner before
reporting on my review of the relevant research literature.
CampusPartner is an iOS mobile application that is intended to assist people with mobile
impairments in planning their routes across campus and crowd-source map data updates.
CampusPartner is intended specifically for JMU, but it has the potential to be extended beyond
JMU and college campuses in future work. While CampusPartner is designed primarily for those
who are less familiar with the JMU campus, this app would also be beneficial for those who
recently gained Mis and are unfamiliar with routes accessible to them. Often, people with
mobility impairments may need to plan ahead, researching everything from building entrances,
the route to get there, and any other accommodations that may need. [10] CampusPartner’s
purpose is to make this easier because it aggregates a lot of the information people would need to
know all in one place and makes it portable.
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Relevant Literature
In researching for this project, I found a wide array of research regarding developing
navigational aids for visually impaired people. While I decided relatively early on in my project
to focus primarily on developing a navigational aid for pedestrians with mobility impairments, I
still found this research useful in determining the trajectory of my project as well as learning
about some important practices when developing assistive technology.
Environmental Factors Affecting Navigation
There are many different kinds of environmental factors that may affect the accessibility
of a location for someone with a disability. A specific example of this can be the effect surfacelevel changes have on people with low vision. In a study done at Cornell University, they found
that surface-level changes were a “source of uncertainty and even fear for all participants.” [11]
These kinds of surface-level changes include anything from stairs, curbs, potholes, and similar
things that may occur in the natural environment. While these findings are centered around
people with visual impairments, I found them helpful in determining what road/footpath features
to consider when looking for the data source for my application.
Spatial Awareness in Unfamiliar Locations
Often, people without mobility impairments will research an unfamiliar location before
going to it, just to get a sense of where you are going and how to get there. The most common
examples of this that people are familiar with are Google Maps and Apple Maps, but they have
shortfalls as discussed earlier (see: Introduction). There is a serious need for applications that
support people with disabilities in knowing exactly how to get somewhere, with their specific
needs in mind. Like everyone who may research unfamiliar locations prior to navigating there,
people with disabilities may need to plan ahead and otherwise familiarize themselves, but they
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have the additional need to include everything from building entrances, ground surface types,
rate of elevation change (“grade”), and other accommodations they may need. [10]
CampusPartner would make this easier because it would aggregate a lot of the information
people would need to know in one, portable place.
Development of Assistive Technology
While developing a mobile application was a large portion of the learning process
throughout this project, I also learned a great deal about developing technology for people with
disabilities in the process. I was fortunate enough to be a student volunteer at ASSETS 1 2019 in
Pittsburgh this year, and it provided me with a great deal of information regarding how to (and
how not to) develop assistive technologies for people with disabilities. I was particularly inspired
by the keynote speaker, Karen Nakamura, who spoke about the failings of some artificial
intelligence and machine learning algorithms in regard to the accessibility and accuracy many
reverse Turing-tests and recognizing disabled people in various contexts (e.g. self-driving car
algorithms failing to recognize wheelchair users as people). Both of these problems are caused in
part by the failure of the developing entities to include people with disabilities as co-designers
(in the design, coding, training, and other aspects of these algorithms) rather than simply as a
remote design inspiration or end-user testing when design decisions are largely concretized. [6]
In my research about designing assistive technology, I came across the proposal of using
the idea of interdependence alongside the goal of independence as a way to guide work in

1

The International ACM SIGACCESS Conference on Computers and Accessibility (“ASSETS”) is the premier

forum for presenting research on the design, evaluation, use, and education related to computing for people with
disabilities and older adults.
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assistive technology. Interdependence in this context means ensuring that people with disabilities
are involved in the design process and their viewpoints and input are included. [1] Although the
navigation features CampusPartner will provide are important, ensuring CampusPartner’s user
experience is accessible and actually useful to its intended user base is of the utmost importance.
According to Bennett et al., some scholars agree that interdependent relationships are needed to
fully create access. [1] In order to do this, developing assistive technology must not just be done
for (or even “to”) people with disabilities, the development process must also include them.
Limitations
While devoting my time to learning mobile application development (including the Swift
programming language, related iOS software development kit features, and how to interact with
third-party application programming interfaces), I was also learning about how to make my
design process more authentic, equitable, and democratic by systematically involving and
prioritizing interactions with people with disabilities at each step in the process. In this project, I
learned important points too late to apply them in this early stage of CampusPartner. The
majority of my time during this project was dedicated to developing the application, and I was
not able to complete user studies or work with people with disabilities. Without a doubt, this has
had an effect on the quality of this project and will be discussed further in the
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Future Work section of this paper. Currently, CampusPartner is more of a prototype of an
assistive technology that still requires user studies, co-designing with members of the target
population, and further software development iterations.
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Existing Assistive Technologies for Mobility Impaired Pedestrians
AXS Map, Wheelmap.org, Project Sidewalk, & AccessMap Seattle
AXS Map was created by Jason DaSilva invites users to rate the wheelchair accessibility
of buildings using a rating system much like Yelp. AXS Map is a mobile application as well as a
web application and uses crowd-sourced data with the goal to “ease the burden of social
exclusion by providing people with disabilities the freedom to be spontaneous about where they
eat, shop, work, and play.” [14] Wheelmap.org is a similar application in which users rate the
level of wheelchair accessibility of how wheelchair accessible different locations. [15]
AccessMap Seattle [2] provides information such as elevation change, curb ramps, public
elevators, etc. This approach is complemented by tools like Project Sidewalk which facilitates
volunteer and paid crowd-workers in tagging accessibility issues found in Google Street View
[7]. All of these applications and projects have made valuable contributions to the field of
accessible routing, however, none of them provide routing functionality that includes their data.
RouteCheckr
RouteCheckr is an application that was developed at the Technical University of
Dresden, and it aims to provide multi-criteria routing for mobility-impaired pedestrians. [8] This
includes motor impaired, elderly, visually impaired, and blind people. When developing their
application, they found that there was a lack of data optimized for pedestrian navigation due to
the fact that most navigation systems are optimized for cars. In an attempt to work around this,
they included an annotation functionality so that users could annotate geographical data with
information that is relevant to them (i.e. points of interest, obstacles, etc.). The developers of
RouteCheckr used two forms of annotations, the user-specific annotations, as described earlier,
and information from the user’s LOM-Modality. [9] The LOM-Modality is a derived modality
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that includes the user’s location, orientation, and movement, and this modality is used in
determining how to annotate geographical data using combinations of the three mentioned spatial
dimensions. [8] While this application appears to provide the services that I am aiming to
provide with my application, I couldn’t find any current information about this project. I took a
lot of inspiration and guidance from this project, as I have included a way for users to interact
and improve the data source via Go Map!! and I implemented user profile functionality, which
customizes the routes provided.
OpenStreetMap
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a web service (including a web application front-end user
interface) that one could describe as a “Wikipedia for street maps”. [16] Individuals can
contribute updates and improvements to the information available about the streets, walkways,
buildings, and etc. with which they are familiar.
OpenRouteService
OpenRouteService (ORS) provides both an application programming interface (API) and
a user-friendly web-application for retrieving directions for multiple modes of transportation, the
most relevant ones to this project being pedestrian and wheelchair routing. [17] Initially
OpenRouteService seemed like an ideal candidate for supporting CampusPartner because it
provides the routing functionality I need and also uses OpenStreetMap as its data source. While
their web application is great in its own right, it’s is essentially unusable on mobile (the primary
use case I intend for CampusPartner). Additionally, the amount of data in OSM prohibitively
large (approximately 50 GB to start, and then changesets of varying size each week on the order
of 3 GB), so understandably the ORS pulls updates too infrequently for the purposes of
CampusPartner. Otherwise whenever a CampusPartner user encounters inaccurate data, such as
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the lack of stairs on the map, and they updated the OSM, those changes would not be reflected in
CampusPartner or in the routes provided to the user which could potentially be inconvenient,
confusing, or dangerous. One other downside to OpenRouteService is that the wheelchair routing
functionality is only available in Europe, due in part to where ORS is most used, and the size of
the data set required to support this feature.

Figure 5. A route created in ORS from ISAT/CS to UREC
avoiding stairs.

Figure 4. A failed wheelchair routing request in ORS.

VirtualLeap & VirtualWalk
VirtualLeap and VirtualWalk are two different forms of applications that use turn-by-turn
navigation and points of interest (POIs) to support the navigation of visually impaired users.
VirtualLeap features a route overview, which includes intersections, POIs, and turn-by-turn
instructions. On the other hand, VirtualWalk provides navigation information to the user as they
are walking and reaching POIs and other landmarks. [5] The overall goal of both of these
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applications is to help visually impaired people to develop, “memorable representations of the
real world.” [5:281] I developed CampusPartner for pedestrians with mobility rather than visual
impairments; however, I believe that the goal of the VirtualLeap and VirtualWalk projects
applies to mine as well. Providing some way for a person to become familiar with a new
environment can be very important, and hence is a goal of my design. CampusPartner includes
both a route overview as well as a form of dynamic turn-by-turn instructions for the user.
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Design of CampusPartner
When the user opens the application for the first time after installation, they are shown a
brief tutorial about how the application works, and then they will be prompted to create a profile
for routing. Currently, the only option supported for routing options is to avoid stairs, but there
are other options provided to the user with the idea that routing functionality and customization
could be improved in the future. CampusPartner does not have a database to store user data
because the data the app is required to store is relatively lightweight and doesn’t necessitate a full
database. The app is using the iOS feature of UserDefaults, which stores information about the
user while the application is installed, and all user-specific data is deleted if the app is
uninstalled. Once the user has created a profile, they have the option to go back to their profile
and edit the information they provided. This directly modifies the values in the UserDefaults and
automatically updates the user’s profile.
Design Process
The early stages of the design process included creating sketches of what I wanted the
front-end of CampusPartner to look like. I didn’t mock-up the entire application, only the
portions of it which provide a high amount of user interaction and functionality.
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Figure 6. The profile creation scene shown when the app is opened for the first time.

Figure 7. The navigation scene displayed after a user has previously opened the app.
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Figure 8. The bookmark view and the profile editing view.

Once I had an idea of what I wanted the front-end of the application to look like, I needed
to consider what kind of functionality I wanted to include. I determined that the most important
pieces of functionality were the following: allowing a user to customize their routing profile,
generate routes taking the user’s routing profile into consideration, provide a way for users to
update information in OpenStreetMap, and providing a way for users to plan for future routes by
bookmarking created routes and loading it at a later time. Once this had been determined, I had
to figure out what services I would need to integrate into my application.
Fortunately, the OpenStreetMap wiki [18] provided a lot of insight into existing services
that use OpenStreetMap and provide the functionality I need for my app. This is one of the ways
I was introduced to OpenRouteService and Mapbox. CampusPartner uses OpenStreetMap via
Mapbox [19] to provide the map view to the user. Mapbox was chosen primarily because it is
open source and since the underlying routing algorithm utilizes OpenStreetMap’s data it felt
24

appropriate to use Mapbox because it also uses OpenStreetMap. Additionally, edits on a mobile
device are made with Go Map!! which shows the OpenStreetMap data. CampusPartner leverages
the routing algorithm provided via GraphHopper’s API because it supports flexible routing
options that include road types you like to avoid, particularly steps. In the earlier stages of this
project, I was intending to use OpenRouteService’s API, due to the fact that it provides similar
features to the GraphHopper API, however, the infrequent data updates from OpenStreetMap
made it less appropriate for this project. When a routing request is made to GraphHopper’s API,
a list of possible paths is returned, in the order of fastest to slowest. Each path returned contains a
total distance and estimated time for the route, the coordinates of the route, turn-by-turn
instructions for the route, among other details about the route.
Technical Details
CampusPartner was developed using Swift 5 and is intended for the most recent versions
of iOS (the most recent iOS at this time is iOS 13.4.1) going back to iOS 10 and 11.
Additionally, the app was developed with the most recent iPhones in mind, and as such is not
intended for use on other Apple products, such as iPads or MacBooks. Due to a bug in the most
recent version of XCode, I was not able to test CampusPartner on an iPhone, however, I was able
to test it on an iPad. The user interface was not created with the ability to adapt to different
screen sizes, so the user interface does not look correct, but the functionality works correctly.
This application takes advantage of a lot of existing services, as described in the previous
section. Their interactions, both between each other and CampusPartner, can be visualized in the
following diagram.
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Figure 9. The interactions between existing services used and CampusPartner.

The last major piece of the technical aspect of this project I would like to discuss is with
respect to the data storage techniques I utilized for this app. The first kind of data I needed to
figure out a way to store is the user’s profile. When a user creates their profile, their information,
first name, last name, whether or not they want to avoid steps and/or unpaved surfaces, and the
preferred maximum elevation change, is stored using UserDefaults. When the user chooses to
bookmark a route, all relevant information about the route (a name for the route, the starting
point, and the destination point) is saved using iOS’s NSKeyedArchiver. This is another
lightweight way to persist data in the app. Whenever a route is added to the bookmarks, it is
saved a file that is dedicated to storing all of the saved routes. This file is accessed anytime the
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app needs to load, save, or delete routes. In both cases, UserDefaults and NSKeyedArchiver, if
the app is uninstalled all of the information that has been stored will be deleted along with it.
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CampusPartner Use Case
In order to illustrate the intended usage of CampusPartner, I will walk through a
hypothetical use case of CampusPartner. In this scenario, the user will be someone who has
recently developed a mobility impairment and is using a knee scooter navigating from ISAT/CS
to UREC.
Launching the Application
When the user first opens up CampusPartner, they are shown a brief tutorial and
introduction to the application which then segues into the profile creation screen as seen in
Figure 10. The user must provide a first and last name. Currently, the profile defaults to avoid
stairs, since that is the primary functionality of the application. The user can also indicate that
they want to avoid unpaved roads and set a maximum change in elevation. These profile options
are not currently being taken into account for routing but may be in the future.
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Figure 10. Profile creation screen upon opening CampusPartner for the first time.

Creating a Route & Beginning Navigation
Once the user has finished creating their profile and any other time they open the
application, they will be shown the routing view. The source location defaults to the user’s
current location, but they can delete that text from the search box in order to set it to something
else. Upon searching for a source and destination, the user has two options: immediately begin
navigation or save the generated route for later use. If the user chooses to begin navigation as
soon as a route is created, they are shown a list of all of the instructions of the route. The app
highlights the step that the user is closest to by constantly updating the user’s current location
29

and comparing it to the starting coordinates of every instruction, and the one with the minimum
distance is highlighted. If a user clicks on a row in the list of instructions, they are shown a substep of the route on a map view. In addition to the starting and ending points of the route step, the
user’s current location and heading are shown in relation to the route step. The navigation
interface is shown below in the following figures.

Figure 11. The route from ISAT/CS to UREC drawn on the
map.

Figure 12. The instructions for the route as returned by
GraphHopper.
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Figure 13. An individual route step from the route returned by GraphHopper.
The user’s location is shown in relation to it.

Creating a Route & Bookmarking it
If a user chooses to bookmark a route rather than immediately beginning navigation, that
route will be saved to the bookmarks tab of the app. The user can then return later to select a
route they have saved and begin navigation. Since this is meant for routes the user will use later,
the intended usage of this is to search for both a source and destination location rather than using
the user’s current location.
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Figure 14. The bookmarks screen. It shows all of the user's
saved routes.

Figure 15. The selected route reloaded onto a map view.
The user can begin navigation or return to the bookmarks
screen.

Editing a User Profile
At any time after the user creates their profile the first time the app is opened, they can
return to the profile view to edit any of the information they provided.
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Figure 16. The profile editing screen. When a user begins
editing, a warning is shown until they save.

Figure 17. The saved and updated profile screen.

Editing OpenStreetMap using Go Map!!
One of the most important pieces of functionality of CampusPartner is the ability for
users to interact with the data source they are using via updating/correcting existing data or
adding new data to OpenStreetMap. After a user exits the navigation view, they are prompted
with an alert asking them if they found any part of the route inaccurate or something was missing
from the route. If they select yes, they are shown a view with the map and the route they took.
Then they can long-press on the map to drop a pin where they would like to edit in Go Map!!.
33

Once they have dropped a pin, they can navigate to Go Map!! or install it on their device if it
hasn’t been already. In addition, a user can leave CampusPartner at any time from the More tab
of the app. In this case, GoMap!! will open to the user’s current location.

Figure 18. The alert asking the user if they would like to
update data in Go Map!!.

Figure 19. The screen where the user drops a pin to
indicate the location where they would like Go Map!!
to open to.
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Figure 20. Go Map!! when it opens to a specified to a user-specified location.
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Future Work
Co-Design
As I discussed before, since this application has not been developed in collaboration with
people with mobility disabilities, this application can really only be considered a prototype.
Beyond independence, interdependence relationships are needed to fully create access. [1]
Particularly, in the case of navigation aids, putting the user in the subjugated place of simply
following the instructions given to them can be problematic. CampusPartner is designed to ally
the user with the assistive technology and with past and future users to cooperatively find and
verify the accuracy of the routes. Developing assistive technologies must not just be developed
for people with disabilities. The development process must also include them. Next steps should
include working with JMU campus partners (such as The Office of Disability Services) to
understand any needs they have already collected in this space and to gauge their interest in codesigning and in helping recruit co-designers with mobility impairments.
Implementing More Routing Functionality
Turn-By-Turn Routing Interface
One clear place for improvement of this application is to provide a more familiar
turn-by-turn routing interface, such as the ones provided by Google Maps and Apple
Maps. While Mapbox does provide turn-by-turn navigation functionality, the format of
the routes provided by GraphHopper was not compatible with Mapbox. In the future,
route responses could be reformatted to match Mapbox’s expected format. In addition,
having the ability to reroute and dynamically update the instructions would greatly
improve this app.
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More Route Customization Options
As has been discussed throughout this paper, specifically in the CampusPartner
use case section, I think it would improve the functionality of this application greatly to
support additional customization options for the user and to actually take them into
account when generating routes. Currently, the profile has places to indicate whether or
not you want to avoid unpaved roads and specifying the maximum elevation change at
any time. The primary reasons why these are not currently taken into account is that (1)
GraphHopper’s routing algorithm doesn’t support these at the moment and (2) those
options would require a lot more data annotation of JMU’s campus and elsewhere in
OpenStreetMap.
Integration of Existing Services
Another potential place for future work is in integrating existing services such as AXS
Map or Wheelmap.org. Both of these applications provide valuable information about the
wheelchair accessibility of buildings and facilitate users’ additions and updates of this
information. Currently, CampusPartner only provides routes from the specified source point to
the specified destination point. I think it would be a valuable addition if when the map view is
displayed to the user, it also shows the egress points of buildings and their accessibility
information.
Crowdsourcing Data
The last point of future work I would to discuss is the potential for CampusPartner to be
used as a form of anonymous, crowd-sourced data. CampusPartner could report in a dashboardlike format, the most used route for people with mobility impairments, the number of people
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using the app, and other similar metrics. The kind of data could be of interest to the Office of
Disability Services and other organizations at JMU.
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Conclusion
Although the ADA has made great strides to make sure that people with disabilities are
not unfairly discriminated against, in many cases, the accessible entrances are hard to find,
obstacles are not clearly labelled or marked, and historic buildings may be lacking in
accessibility. Commonly used mapping applications do not provide the information and support
needed by people with mobility impairments. The need for way-finding applications that can
support these is great. An application such as CampusPartner can alleviate some of the stress of
visiting an unfamiliar place and not knowing whether you could reach your destination.
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Appendix
The website I created for this project, which includes a video demonstration of the
application, as well as a link to the repository where the code is stored is at the following link:
https://czastudil.github.io/campuspartner.html.
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